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Teel Technologies Opens Mobile Device Forensic Laboratory  
To Serve The Corrections Industry  

 

Fredericksburg, VA – January 1st, 2013 - Teel Technologies is proud to announce the official opening 
of its first dedicated mobile device forensic laboratory to serve the corrections industry.   The 
laboratory is specifically established to provide mobile device analysis services, training and 
consultation, onsite lab establishment and complimentary technologies to combat the problem of 
illegal phone use in prisons.      

The Laboratory Offers Four Primary Services: 

1. Mobile Device Forensic Examination and Analysis 
2. Training and Onsite Consultations / Forensic Lab Establishment  
3. Evaluate and Deploy Complimentary Technology to Combat Illegal Phone Use 
4. Secure Destruction of Cellphones and Hard drives.  

Across the United States, the increasing widespread problem of illegal mobile phone use in 
corrections facilities is both putting the greater public at risk, and diminishing the effects of 
incarceration.   Inmates are using mobile devices today to organize crime inside prisons, as well as 
run their operations on the outside.  For inmates today, access to mobile devices is unacceptably easy, 
and there are little measures in place to stop this trend.  

Providing both the skills and tools to employ mobile device forensics to the corrections community, 
while supporting those without the resources to establish their own capabilities, the Teel 
Technologies’ laboratory provides corrections with a comprehensive capability to combat illegal 
phone use, and prosecute offenders.   

By offering practical and cost-effective solutions and services, the mission of the Teel Tech Lab 
is to help the industry establish better means of deterrence, as well as reduce the number of 
devices entering the facilities.    

Further, the laboratory will work to identify, evaluate and deploy complimentary technologies that 
specifically address and combat illegal mobile device use.  Such solutions as detect and locate, 
managed access and jamming, while viable to fight phone use, are often cost prohibitive for many 
facilities.   As these technologies become more economical, as well as complimentary to forensics, the 
Teel Technologies’ laboratory will work with corrections facilities to deploy comprehensive solutions.    

The lab is led by Sterling Bryan, formerly of the Federal Bureau of Prisons’ Office of Security and 
Technology. In his tenure at the FBOP, Mr. Bryan participated in numerous evaluations of technology 
for preventing illegal phone use, as well as establishing the Bureau’s mobile device forensic 
laboratory.  

For more information, please call the lab at:  (202) 903-0166 or (203) 903-0164 
Sterling Bryan at:  Sterling.Bryan@TeelTech.com 
Bill Teel at: Bill.Teel@TeelTech.com  
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